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Written specifically for short medical terminology courses in a variety of educational settings or for

self-guided study, Medical Terminology Made Easy, Fourth Edition, is a self-paced learning

approach designed to ease you into the language of medicine that separates the layperson from the

professional. The programmed-learning format requires active participation through reading, writing,

answering questions, labeling, repetition, and providing immediate feedback. This format will help

you to correctly decipher new terms by identifying and then practicing different word parts.
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Practice and application of terms to real life is an ideal way to learn medical terminology. Many

students find substantial amounts of reading in textbooks. In my opinion, Medical Terminology Made

Easy uses a wide variety of practice and application sections, with minimal amounts of reading. This

is perfect for students to apply what they are learning immediately after introduction to the subject. If

you are looking for a book that presents terms in the easiest form for learning, then this book is for

you!This five star textbook is available to rent or buy on , but the approximate $45 difference is

certainly worth the purchase of the book for the convenience of referring to it in your future career.

Giving the best rating possible for this book is simple, because the features included set a student

up for success both in a course and when reviewing terms in the future. The beginning of each unit

allows you to review the terms in a list-form, and apply them later in the section. Some additional

exemplary features of this textbook include:ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Clearly labeled photos featuring terms

from the chapterÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ A computer disk with free access to additional practice

questionsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢ Columns on each practice page containing answersÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¢

Breakdown of each term into roots for better understandingThe setup is ideal for self-guiding

through the book, and begins with more common terms that will be used frequently throughout the

text. The book is only offered in paperback, but the cover is thick and not easily damageable. With a

smaller frame than most textbooks, you can transport the book in a backpack or small bag with no

problem.Learning medical terminology can be done with ease using this book and the included

computer program. The practice questions and labeling exercises help associate terms with real-life

examples. Purchasing this book would be well worth your money and time spent learning medical

terms. I wish you the best of luck learning medical terminology!

This book is required for one of my course studies. Although there is very good information in this

book, the layout of this book is not well organized. I am not sure why any author would ever use

very small print (on the crossword puzzles), as not everyone has a magnifying, nor would want to

use one to complete a class task! Interesting way to learn medical terminology, however I think

there are better ways to learn how the body functions, symptom-ology, and dis-ease reference.This

book makes my brain hurt!

When I received this book it was falling apart, written in and the CD in the back was split in half so I

couldn't even use it. The book got me through the class but I would recommend getting a better

quality book.



The book was in decent condition but the cd was completely cracked when I opened the book.

breaks down words for easy learning, i have used this book in a few courses and learned very

easily. has flashcards, and places to write in. lots of helpful tools, and the disc is great for learning

games. i only used it in my last course, and was sad i hadn't tried it before!

I bought this book for a class. In addition to the book, there was a CD included that made studying

simple!

good book. perfect for class. easy to navigate. fast shipping. thank you.

This book really does make medical terminology easy. And don't think that makes it a flake, baby

book. No way. It has tons of important medical information, but teaches in a way that comes so

easy. I have never been more impressed with the user-friendliness of a textbook!
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